You've just been injured, and you're on the way home from an hour of physical therapy. The last thing you want to do on your own is confusing exercises that take too long to show results. TED Fellow Cosmin Mihaiu demos a fun, cheap solution that turns boring physical therapy exercises into a video game with crystal-clear instructions.

Cosmin Mihaiu: Physical therapy is boring – play a game instead

TED TALKS | COSMIN MIHAIU | MARCH, 2015

You're also able to make more than one phone call. The only requirement is that the answering part is informed about the project at the beginning of the phone call. Mandana Moghaddam will then choose whole or parts of the recorded phone calls in a mix with silence for the installation.

How do I sign up?
Pre-book your recording time that will take place at HUMlab, Campus Umeå, 26-28 May 2015 on: http://doodle.com/pihqbpy8cy9gunyq
Upload your own conversation (only mp3 or wave formats are accepted), max 100mb: http://donkey.humlab.umu.se/vindar/
Find HUMlab: http://humlab.umu.se/en/about/map/

Do you have any interesting websites, movies, or good reads that you'd like to share with the rest of the school? Send them to: wozzop@gmail.com
How Bad UX Killed Jenny
Or why we need more UX designers in “untouched” fields

My wife, a nursing student, was sharing with her teacher about how passionate I am about technology in healthcare. Her teacher responded that she thought we need less technology and told a story why she felt so strongly that way. I would like to share this story with you.

Jenny, as we will call her because the patient’s name was never shared, was a little girl who had previously been in the hospital ward for cancer for four years and was discharged. Then a while later she relapsed and had to be given a very strong chemo treatment medicine. This medicine is so strong and so toxic that it requires pre-hydration and post-hydration for three days with I.V. fluid. However, after the medicine was administered, three nurses were attending to the charting software to enter in everything required of them and make the appropriate orders, missed a very critical piece of information. Jenny was supposed to be given 3 days of I.V. hydration. But the three nurses, with over 10 years experience, were too distracted trying to figure out the software they were using, they completely missed it.

When the morning nurse came in the next day, she had died of toxicity and dehydration. For two shifts, she had missed her hydration and all because the three, very good nurses, were stuck trying to figure this out… (See pic. 1)

There are some real, very serious UX problems out there for us to tackle. For now I don’t know exactly how to change it, but here are some practical steps of things you can do in the mean time if you feel the same:

EDIT: This topic is so much deeper than this and the below suggestions doesn’t do it justice. So I am now writing a book about this with O’Reilly Media!

1. Get a job. When searching your next job, take a look at a nonprofit, government, healthcare, or other “not as glamorous” areas that need our skills. It might not be designing a chat app for teens but it may save their lives.

2. Redesign it. If you want a redesign project, many of these interfaces could use a facelift. Find one you think needs improved, design it and send it over.

3. Start it up. If you’re an entrepreneur looking for a startup idea, look no further. The healthcare system is stagnant and people are desperate for change. Why not jump in and disrupt the system worth billions? Katelyn is doing it.

4. Make a sound. Hate the DMV site, did they mix up your medicine order, can’t find how to access something? Send them an email, give them a call.

If you are already tackling this problem. Hit me up, I’d love to help in any way I can. I’m @DesignUXUI on twitter. I’d love to hear any ideas people have about this.

DISCUSS ON DESIGNERNEWS, OR HACKERNEWS
Read online: https://medium.com/tragic-design/how-bad-ux-killed-jenny-ef915419879e

We can’t stand by while people’s lives, health, & rights suffer because of bad design.

“...Jenny had died of toxicity and dehydration. For two shifts, she had missed her hydration and all because the three, very good nurses, were stuck trying to figure this out...

This screenshot I found is similar to the one my wife uses every day. I can’t imagine what the UI must have looked like years ago.”

Picture 1: These interfaces were used every day by hospital staff taking care of people’s health.
That’s a wrap on APD thesis presentations. We’re almost Masters! #lifeatuid

The electronics for Henrike’s degree project is coming along. Aylin and Anton are not impressed.

The University card or, the wire frame centimeters saver. #lifeatuid #nofilter #aetos #carbon #drone #sketch #industrialdesign #trends #rendering #photoshop #modularity #aero #degree2015 #lifeatuid

Jag är definitivt inte den första som spiller lite färg... #messy #paint #color #abstract #art #accidentalart #lifeatUID

Back at the crime scene again, unfortunately only over the day. Full schedule with lecture and portfolio reviews. #lifeatuid

Moving out of the studio, IDo style! #lifeatuid #designtalks #idiforever #idi

The “Tony” : honouring the retirement of a highly appreciated teacher through the sweet touch of whiskey #lifeatuid #friday pub #idiforever

NIKOLAJ IS TRYING OUT CARDBOARD BASED CAMOUFLAGE

Yui presenting her beautiful and touching service of capturing and retrieving memories through smell.

Gustav presenting his thesis: “Finding Affordable point of care test kit for the masses”.

Chris presenting his thesis: “Recapturing value in recorded music”.

The electronics for Henrike’s degree project is coming along.
I'm looking for friends in Taipei, Taichung, Kaohsiung and Taitung, as well as friends from abroad. Let's exchange flyers which you collect in your city every 4 months. Would you be my friend?

Do you have a drawer that collects flyers? Can't help but treasure those delicate-designed flyers so much like holding a bundle of joy? Face blush when seeing a "indecent" flyer? Feel upset and helpless just because you can't get flyers as much as possible? Perhaps looking for friends in Taipei, Taichung, Kaohsiung and Taitung, also friends from abroad. Let's exchange flyers which you collect in your city every 4 months. Would you be my friend?

Taiwan from now to 2014.10.31
Abroad anytime

TAINAN
TAIWAN TAIPEI-TAICHUNG-KAOHSIUNG-TAITUNG-
WORLD

TONEY RECEIVED A UID KNIGHTHOOD FOR HIS RETIREMENT

WOULD YOU BE MY FRIEND

Do you have a drawer that collects flyers? Can’t help but treasure those delicate-designed flyers so much like holding a bundle of joy? Face blush when seeing a “indecent” flyer? Feel upset and helpless just because you can’t get flyers as much as possible? Perhaps looking for friends in Taipei, Taichung, Kaohsiung and Taitung, as well as friends from abroad. Let’s exchange flyers which you collect in your city every 4 months. Would you be my friend?

Data
Taiwan: from now to 2014.10.31
Abroad: anytime

Join
Detail your motivation in “CONTACT” at the end.
I will inform you by email if you are chosen.

UID students and staff: 100 SEK
Others: 150 SEK
CASH ONLY!

SHIFTING PERSPECTIVES
SATURDAY JUNE 7
FROM 20:00 TO SUNDAY JUNE 7 02:00
WHERE AND WHEN CAN YOU GET TICKETS?
Our dear BA1 friends will be sitting in the Atrium during lunch breaks!
UID students and staff: 100 SEK
Others: 150 SEK
CASH ONLY!
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Help us to transform great ideas into emotional experiences which resonate with customers and create business success for our clients.

We look for exceptional students in industrial and interaction design, strategy, research and technology to join our team for a 4-6 month internship.

Email a brief cover letter and resume along with a link to your portfolio, or a PDF to: munich.汴州ers@ cogaisance.com
aas@hucames@cogaisance.com

www.cogaisance.com